We present a system to mine and visualize collections of scientic documents by semantically browsing information extracted from single publications or aggregated throughout corpora of articles. The text mining tool performs deep analysis of document collections allowing the extraction and interpretation of research paper's contents. In addition to the extraction and enrichment of documents with metadata (titles, authors, aliations, etc), the deep analysis performed comprises semantic interpretation, rhetorical analysis of sentences, triple-based information extraction, and text summarization. The visualization components allow geographicalbased exploration of collections, topic-evolution interpretation, and collaborative network analysis among others. The paper presents a case study of a bi-lingual collection in the eld of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
INTRODUCTION
contribute to much-needed solutions for this potential bottleneck in scientic progress, opening interesting research avenues-in particular, in the areas of Natural Language Processing (NLP), Information Retrieval (IR) and Data Visualization.
In this work we present research contributing to an on-line system that enables the exploration of scientic knowledge disseminated through research papers.
Specic tools are adapted and/or developed and integrated in order to assess their potential for the interactive navigation of collections of papers at dierent granularity levels: from the in-depth exploration of a single-document to the analysis of dynamically dened subsets of the corpus on which the user can zoom in. By incorporating the temporal dimension into the analyses, it is also possible to study the evolution of metadata-based information (e.g. participation of authors and institutions in dierent editions of a conference or journal), as well as of data extracted by linguistic analyses (e.g. the rise or decline of research topics in the context of a conference throughout the years) or combinations of both (e.g. changes in the prevalence of research topics in particular geographic regions).
As a case study we retrieved, processed and made available online knowledge contained in papers presented at the Spanish Society for Natural Language Processing (SEPLN) conference between 2008 and 2016 and, to illustrate potential use scenarios of the described tools, we briey analyzed the evolution of topics automatically extracted from the papers presented at the conference in this period.
The contributions of this paper include:
(1) The development of a multilingual (English, Spanish) tool for deep analysis of scientic articles; (2) The development of an on-line system for semantic exploration of large collections of full scientic articles; (3) A case study in the NLP area to demonstrate the added value of our approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe tools and methods used to extract, analyze and index metadata and linguistic knowledge obtained from PDF les of scientic articles. Section 3 describes on-line resources created and made available for accessing a collection of papers and visualizing the data extracted from it. In Section 4 we show an example of an analysis of the evolution of semantic topics in the corpus for which we rely on the resources described in this paper. Section 5 reports related work in the areas of analysis and visualization of collections of scientic texts and we conclude by describing areas where we see potential for extending and improving our current results.
EXTRACTING, ANALYZING AND INDEXING SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
In this section we rst-in subsection 2.1-describe the corpus developed for this work and how it was collected. Next, in subsection 2.2, the PDF extraction component of the system is introduced and the results of its evaluation are discussed. In 2.3 we explained the implemented mechanism in order to unambiguously associate authors their aliations and geographic locations to the analyzed papers, as well as preliminary results of evaluating it. Subsection 2.4 describes the linguistic processes applied in order to enrich the extracted data with with semantic and discourse-level information and, nally, subsection 2.5 described the tools used in order to index and query the data resulting of the mining processes.
The SEPLN corpus
The SEPLN is a non-prot organization created in 1983 focused on the promotion of research in the area of NLP, which has, among its main activities, the organization of an yearly international conference. The papers presented at the SEPLN conference are published in the peer-reviewed journal "Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural" (two issues per year) and made openly available on-line for the benet of the NLP research community. 1 The SEPLN accepts and publishes papers written both in Spanish and English. Since 2008 the format of the SEPLN papers has been standardized, including titles, abstracts, and keywords both in English and Spanish, which makes this collection particularly interesting as a source for multilingual text analyses.
Working with the subset of SEPLN papers in the period 2008-2016 allows us to apply a set of previously developed tools targeted at English texts while, at the same time, opens up the possibility of adapting these tools in order to extend the analyses to papers written in Spanish, which we have partially done in the context of this project.
To build the corpus for our case study we collected 505 PDF documents corresponding to the articles published in the SEPLN Journal volumes 40 (2008) to 57 (2016), which includes the following subsets of documents: 374 articles (of about 8 pages), 47 demo articles (2-4 pages), 50 projects' descriptions (about 2-4 pages), 33 PhD thesis' descriptions (about 2-4 pages), and 1 book review (2 pages). The corpus has a proportion of papers per language of about 54% for Spanish and 46% for English.
Information extraction from PDF les
The rst processing step is the extraction of the textual informationmetadata and papers' contents-from the PDF versions openly available at the SEPLN Journal website.
Considering that our nal goal is to make scientic articles explorable in a user-friendly way through our web platform, it was important for us to not only retrieve a paper's metadata and textual contents but to also extract information about its structure and format in order to expose its contents in a way that maintains the original layout and preserves essential information such as that contained in tables, footnotes, gures and graphs. Information about the documents' structural elements, as well as non-textual information contained in the papers, is generally lost in the PDF-to-text extraction processes implemented by state-of-the-art tools such as GROBID, 2 CERMINE, 3 and PDFX. 4 We developed, as part of this project, a layout-preserving PDF extractor that supports the most frequent formats of scientic papersincluding the one used by the SEPLN journal-and can handle textual contents in multiple languages (currently supporting English and Spanish). The output of the PDF extraction phase is a pair of XML and HTML documents containing information about structural elements of the paper and its original layout, respectively. A mapping between the structural elements in XML and their layout in HTML (by means of DIV elements) is produced, which is then exploited by the single-document visualization of the paper to properly highlight specic portions of its content.
The PDF content extraction algorithm is able to extract the following structural elements of scientic articles: title, second title (in case it exists), authors' names, aliation and email, abstract(s), categories, keyword(s), sections title and textual content, acknowledgements, bibliographic entries, gure and table captions, among others.
The algorithm has ve sequential phases: 1) PDF-to-HTML conversion; 2) computation of document-level statistics of HTML/CSS elements; 3) rule-based content detection and extraction; 4) language prediction and; 5) XML generation and validation.
The rules for the extraction of the papers' structural elements are based on: 1) nite states that capture the papers' structure (e.g. abstracts come after titles); 2) HTML attributes statistics (e.g. the most used textual font in the paper and its size); 3) CSS properties' values (e.g. values indicating the y-Axis position of an element in the page.), 4) regular expressions covering one or several languages (e.g. detecting strings such as 'Abstract:' or 'Resumen:' to identify the abstract), 5) HTML local element specic data (e.g. distance between the current and previous HTML tag elements), and 6) manuallytuned oset thresholds (e.g. the maximum distance between the title and a line of text below the title to be considered part of the title).
The PDF extractor uses the following external software libraries: 1) pdf2htmlEX 5 to extract an HTML version of the original PDF, 2) JSoup 6 to parse the HTML content and generate the XML output, 3) optimaize 7 Java API to identify the language of each structural element extracted, and 4) JTidy 8 to perform XML validation.
We evaluated the quality of the extraction of structured textual contents from PDF les by creating a gold standard set of 30 SEPLN articles that were manually annotated in order to spot: title(s), abstract(s), list of keywords, section headers (up to a depth of three levels), paragraphs, table captions, gure captions and bibliographic Table 1 . We obtain an average F1 score of 0.917. Most of the PDF-to-XML extraction errors are due to: 1) papers without valid textual content extracted from the original PDF le and 2) papers that do not follow the logical structure of a regular paper (e.g. papers without abstract, papers without section titles, etc.).
In addition to the spotting of structural elements of the papers, the PDF extractor identies the authors' names, e-mails and portions of text in the article that correspond to information about the authors' aliations, which is then used to identify research institutions and to geographically locate them, as described in the next section.
Identifying authors, aliations and locations
Knowing the aliation of the papers' authors at the time of their writing is essential if we intend to analyze, for instance, institutional contributions to particular research topics-as it is to integrate geographical dimensions to the study of the evolution of a scientic discipline. The availability of this information is, nevertheless, very limited. Online services such as Google Scholar 9 only display information about the current aliation of authors and, according to their terms of service, it not possible to use it with a method other than the interface and the instructions that the company provides. 10 The DBLP service, 11 a joint initiative of the University of Trier and Schloss Dagstuhl, oers openly available metadata about papers in the area of computer science. Bibliographic entries are available in DBLP for all SEPLN papers considered in our study, including the paper's title, year of publication and authors, who are uniquely identied by their DBLP URI. This is a valuable source of information that we exploit in our system, as described below. But in terms of author aliations, the information available in DBLP has two limitations: as in the case of Google Scholar, the association between authors and institutions is oered only for the most recent aliation and it is only available for a somewhat small percentage of the authors. Considering all the numbers of the SEPLN Journal, only 13% of the authors (169 out of 1261) have aliation information available on DBLP.
Microsoft Academic 12 -probably the most comprehensive source of exploitable bibliographic information for scientic articles-is available as a web search service and through a REST API. It includes some information about author aliations for particular papers, although limited. Considering full collection of SEPLN Journal papers, only 6.7% (323 out of 4837) author-paper instances have author aliation information in Microsoft Academic. Moreover, it presents some errors that make it unsuitable for the analysis of the SEPLN collection, in particular. In order to overcome this problem we implemented a process that, based on the papers' DBLP entries and the emails and aliation texts obtained by our PDF extractor, attempts to uniquely identify the main institution to which each author is aliated in each paper. This process makes use of the IP Geolocation 13 , DBpedia Spotlight 14 , Babelfy 15 and Google Maps 16 web services in order to identify candidate aliations, determine if they correspond to research institutions and nd their geographical information (including city, country and coordinates). If an institution cannot be identied based on the data extracted from the PDF le and there is aliation information available for the author in DBLP, it is used as default. If the institution is found in DBpedia its URI is used as the institution unique identier. In other cases, a new URI is assigned to it. We plan to expose this information in a future work as Linked Open Data, which we believe would be a valuable contribution for the study of academic bibliographies.
We evaluated this method of assignment of aliations to authors by randomly generating a 10% subset of the 1,585 author-paper instances available in the corpus and manually determining, for each one: 1) if a unique email address is associated with an author by the PDF extractor and it does correspond to the correct author's email, 2) if the organization assigned to the author corresponds to the correct author's aliation in the paper, 3) if the organization is uniquely identied both by its name in the preferred language and by its URI, and 4) if the country and city where the institution is located are in fact those identied.
The precision values obtained are shown in Table 2 . Using the authors' emails in order to identify their aliation we obtain a precision of 0.83 for the unique identication of the institutions.
In our current implementation, unique e-mails are extracted from the PDF les and linked to the right author in 75% of the cases. We are now working towards extending the coverage of our PDF extractor to less frequent formats which will, in turn, improve the 
Linguistic knowledge mining
2.4.1 Textual analysis of the papers' contents. The text extracted from the PDF le of each paper feeds a linguistic processing pipeline, built by relying on and extending [16] , that produces a set of annotations at the sentence level, which allows for deeper exploration of the papers' contents. In particular, each sentence is assigned a rhetorical class that conveys information about the sentence's purpose in the text, contributing to characterize the discursive structure of the article. As described in Section 3, this information is then exploited by the search and visualization modules of the platform, allowing the user to explore, for instance, the evolution of a topic in a research community as reected by its use in dierent rhetorical contexts.
The set of rhetorical functions considered includes the following ve classes: Approach, Background, Challenge, Outcome and Future work. Sentences for which a specic rhetorical category cannot be determined are annotated as Unspecied.
A set of features is produced as a result of the linguistic processing pipeline, which includes sentence splitting, tokenization, POS-tagging and dependency parsing of the paper's contents. These features are used by a logistic regression classier-trained over the DrInventor Multi-layer Scientic Corpus [10] -in order to assign a rhetorical class to each sentence.
Information about the language of the text returned by the PDF extractor is used in order to decide which set of tools to use in each case. We rely on openly available NLP tools for these tasks. In particular, we make use of the sentence splitter and tokenizer plugins integrated into the GATE framework [7] , adapted for the specicities of the scientic articles, and of the POS-tagger and dependency parser available as part of the MATE modules for natural language analysis [4] . 17 In addition to their rhetorical class, the papers' sentences are automatically annotated with relevance scores that reect their suitability to be part of an extractive summary of the paper. Several scores are calculated based on text summarization algorithms including: term-frequency and centroid [17, 18] , LexRank [9] and TextRank [13] . These relevance scores are available in order to provide sentence highlights in a single document visualization interface.
Identifying the topics addressed by the papers.
We use three sources of information in order to analyze the evolution of research topics in the context of a particular conference: 1) the keywords assigned by the paper's authors, which are extracted in the PDF processing phase for all the available languages, 2) Babelfy [14] , which is used to spot mentions of concepts and named entities that occur in each paper associating a specic sense (synsets) to 17 https://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/ each one, 18 and 3) topics obtained by applying the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3] topic modeling method, as described below.
Topic modeling.
Analyzing the results obtained by running LDA topic modeling with 10, 20, 30 and 50 topics for each language, we observed that the most semantically consistent results were obtained by setting a number between 20 and 30 topics. We therefore processed the articles in our collection obtaining, for each one, a vector that contains the paper's probability distribution over 30 topics. The 20 most clearly dened topics were then manually picked to be used in the visualizations. Table 3 shows this set of 20 topics together with the top 10 words associated to each one in the corpus and the labels we assigned to identify the topic in the visualizations.
It is relevant to note that the topics described here are those obtained by texts available in English, including abstracts in English of papers written in Spanish, which could introduce some bias in the results. 19 We plan to address this limitation in future versions of the tools in order to work with a unied set of topics obtained from texts in both languages.
Papers and authors similarity.
Based on the resulting topic model we computed the authors' topics as the mean of their respective papers' vectors. We then assigned, to each paper and author, their 30 most similar 20 papers and authors, respectively, based on their topics distributions, which will be used to include papers and authors recommendations based on topic similarity.
Data indexing
The data extracted in the previously described processes is indexed so as to be explored through custom searches and visualizations. We use Elasticsearch 21 as the search engine solution for the project. Based on Apache Lucene, 22 its robustness and eciency for the execution of real-time searches are valuable assets of Elasticsearch, as it is its support of faceted searches-through the aggregations framework-, which makes it possible to gradually explore the dataset. By relying on a schema-less data storage solution it is possible to enrich the indexed data incrementally.
The availability of Elasticsearch clients for the most popular programming languages provides a great exibility in terms of both indexing and accessing the data. In particular, we use extensively the elasticsearch.js JavaScript API 23 to search and retrieve the data displayed on our web platform and the Java client 24 in order to index the analyzed papers' contents.
A determining feature for the election of Elasticsearch in our project is its integration with Kibana, 25 a data visualization application bundled with the search engine on which we base several of the charts implemented in our platform. 18 Using Babelfy's Word Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking algorithm to identify occurrences of language-independent synsets is particularly useful to study the evolution of concepts in a multilingual corpus such as ours. 19 An analoguous analysis was made in order to extract topics from the texts in Spanish. 20 We used cosine distance between their respective topic vectors as a measure of the similarity between each pair of papers/authors. 21 https://www.elastic.co/ 22 https://lucene.apache.org/ 23 http://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/client/javascript-api/current/ 24 https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/client/java-api/current/client.html 25 https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana 
MAKING SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AVAILABLE: ON-LINE PUBLICATION AND VISUALIZATION
The data resulting from mining the content of the SEPLN articles can be accessed through a web platform available at http: //scipub-taln.upf.edu/sepln, where the users can explore the collection by performing full text queries or by browsing it with the help of a number of exposed lters that are dynamically populated from Elasticsearch in order to support faceted searches. These lters include: keywords, Babelnet synsets, 26 authors, aliations, countries and cities. The displayed papers can also be limited to those published within a range of years.
Visualizations
The web platform allows the users to explore the papers' mined contents from the perspective of the whole collection or at the individual level-by a single-document visualization that exploits the mappings between structural and layout elements obtained in the PDF extraction phase. This visualization allows the user to analyze the discursive structure of the paper by rapidly identifying the distribution of the rhetorical categories in it, and to obtain an extractive summary of its contents by highlighting those sentences annotated according to the results of the summarization algorithms described in Section 2. At the corpus level, the following visualizations are available:
(1) Date histogram of published papers (2) Heatmap of keywords used throughout the years (3) Word cloud of keywords (4) Evolution of Babelnet synsets frequency through rhetorical categories (5) Date histogram of topics (6) Force-directed graphs of papers/authors and topics 26 In the case of the Babelnet synsets, the most frequent lexicalization in the corpus is used as lter value. Filtering the results by the synset lexicalized by the term 'parser' in English would also retrieve documents where the term 'syntactic analysis' occur, as well as their variations in Spanish.
(7) Geo-spatial visualization of publications and collaborations
The visualizations are dynamically generated based on the user's queries and applied lters, making it possible to restrict the data to explore based, for example, on the papers' authors, their aliations or geographic locations. These visualizations are based on scalable vector representations of the maps enriched with data and event-based responsiveness provided by the D3.js library [6] . In particular, we use the D3-based library DataMaps. 27 The geographical elements-a world map with country borders and map of Spain with Spanish provinces-are represented in the TopoJSON format, 28 an implementation of the GeoJSON IETF specication. 29 The geo-visualizations in our platform are conceived as interactive devices that the user can take advantage of in order to dynamically explore the data. By clicking on two countries, for instance, it is possible to promptly nd the number of collaborations between institutions located in them. By selecting a particular region (country or province), a text area is displayed on top of the map with detailed information about the number of publications with the involvement of research institutions in it. This textual information contains links that can, in turn, be used to apply lters and further restrict the displayed results.
Topic visualizations.
The current web platform oers the possibility of visualizing the distribution of topics in the SEPLN papers-or a user-dened subset of them-over a period of time: a date histogram graphic shows the evolution of each topic based on the average probability of being associated to the subset of the papers published each year. This visualization is implemented with one of the chart creation tools available in Kibana.
An alternative view of the topics distribution for papers and authors is available by means of a force-directed graph visualization [11] , where the nodes represent papers and topics and the links indicate the probability of occurrence of a topic within a paper. Each topic is represented by a node of a dierent color. While the size of the paper nodes is the same for all the papers, in the case of the topic nodes we wanted their size to reect their relevance in the selected set of documents. Therefore-for topics in which the sum of their probabilities in the set of documents is greater than e-the radius of their nodes is proportional to the logarithm of their total weight, as described by formula (1), where s is the minimum radius for the topic nodes and C refers to the ltered set of papers. In the current implementation, s is equal to 5 pixels.
The weight 30 of a topic in a paper, w tp , is represented in the graph by the shade of the link between them: topics that have a greater weight give origin to darker lines between paper and topic nodes, while topics too weakly associated with a paperwith a weight below a pre-dened threshold-are omitted from the visualization. Similarly, only topics for which the sum of their weights in the set of displayed papers is above the threshold (i.e. there is at least one visible link between a paper and the topic) are displayed as graph nodes. Figure 1 partially shows the graph obtained by ltering the SEPLN papers by the Babelnet synset corresponding to the term machine learning.
In the same way that the users can visualize linkages between papers and topics by means of the force-directed graphs, they can choose instead to display the papers' authors as nodes in the graph. In this case, the links between the authors and the topics are generated based on the average participation of the topic in the author's papers, as described in Section 2.
The force-graphs were developed with the D3.js library. They are based on Mike Bostock's original example, 31 and incorporate some additional features based on developments by Simon Raper, 32 including the possibility of exploring a particular region of the graph in more detail, which is particularly useful when visualizing a large set of papers.
By clicking on a paper's node, a text box is displayed on the top of the visualization with the paper's title, publication year and authors. The title includes a link that can be followed in order to switch to the list view of the paper and from there, to access its detailed information and, potentially, its contents by means of the single-document visualization. If the node clicked represents a topic, instead, a list with links to all the papers/authors related with the corresponding topic is displayed.
USAGE EXAMPLE
If we look at the force graph built from the topic distributions we can see that the nodes of the topics corresponding to the concepts opinion mining and sentiment analysis are close to each other. As an example of an analysis based on the tools described in this paper we explore, in this section, how these two concepts are related in the papers included in the SEPLN corpus.
We rst obtain the lists of papers most closely related with each of the topics by selecting the corresponding nodes in the graph. The top-10 papers obtained in each case, with their weights, are shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
From the lists obtained we can see that there are no common papers among the ten most strongly related with the two topics. 33 So, even if the two topics are connected by some paper nodes in the graph, which means that there are enough articles in the corpus with a weight above a certain threshold to keep them close together, the terms that are most probably related with each topic dier in general in the collection (which explains why the two topics are generated, in the rst place).
It is interesting to take a look at the chart that shows the evolution of the topics throughout the period covered by the corpus (Figure 2) , where it can be seen how the terms related to these two topics are used in complementary ways.
In particular, if we focus on the period 2012-2016, when the two topics are more prominent, a hypothesis could be formulated in relation to a potential terminological shift, in 2014, from the terms related to the topic sentiment analysis to those related to opinion mining.
By considering the evolution of the also closely related topic social media in the period, it can be observed that this research area has captured constant increasing interest in the NLP community since 2011 and until 2015. In an initial period, research around social networking platforms was mainly focused on the study of the polarity of the messages, which is consistent with the observed 31 https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4062045 32 http://www.coppelia.io/2014/07/an-a-to-z-of-extra-features-for-the-d3-force-layout/ 33 Analyzing the texts of these papers we can conrm that the topics distribution correctly reects the papers contents, even if some of the titles might suggest otherwise. The research area seemed to have turned, therefore, to more general and varied analyses that can be characterized as opinion-related research, which could also explain, in part, the more recent raise of the term opinion mining.
Further analyses of the corpus might provide other elements that could contribute to explain the observed evolution of these topics. Finer-grained analyses could consider, for instance, the impact of the TASS Workshop on Sentiment Analysis in the context of the SEPLN conference, 34 whose rst edition was held in 2012 and which could be an additional explanation for the increased usage of social media-related terminology by the SEPLN community since that year. Although this would not explain, by itself, the decline of the topic sentiment analysis in favor of opinion mining after that year.
Another partial explanation could be formulated in relation to a potential bias introduced in our analysis by the fact that papers written in English and Spanish have dierent contributions to the denition of the LDA topics, as explained in Section 2. But this does not seem determining in explaining the raise of the topic opinion mining since 2014, because the observed variations in the period are similar if we exclude from the analysis the papers written in Spanish. Also, the total contributions of the articles written in Spanish to 34 http://www.sepln.org/workshops/tass/ In any case, it is not our intention to exhaust the analysis of the evolution of these specic topics in the context of this article, but to point out the possibilities enabled by the tools described in this work and, in particular, their potential support to the formulation of new research questions.
RELATED WORK
Several initiatives aimed at analyzing dierent aspects of scientic articles have been developed around the ACL Anthology 35 [2] , a corpus of more than 40,000 papers in the areas of computational linguistics and NLP from the Association for Computational Linguistics conferences and journals.
The ACL Anthology Network (ANN) 36 [15] , maintained at the Computational Linguistics And Information Retrieval (CLAIR) group at the University of Michigan, provides an on-line interface from where more than 28,000 papers of the ACL Anthology can be accessed. The ANN functionalities includes the possibility of searching by title, contents, institution and authors, as well as browsing the collection by venue, authors and topics. It is also possible to explore a paper's statistics, its citations network, to obtain a citationbased summary of a paper's contents and to access similar papers based on a title-similarity score. The ACL Anthology Searchbench [19] 37 makes available on-line the results of the linguistic analysis of a subset of the ACL Anthology that currently includes more than 28,000 papers. Papers can be retrieved by a combination of lters populated with metadata extracted from the articles, as well as by performing semantic searches enabled by normalized semantic representations obtained as the result of an automatic tuple extraction process.
In [1] and [12] the authors use LDA modeling to perform topicbased analyses of the ACL Anthology in order to explore research trajectories of authors across subelds of computational linguistics and NLP, as well as the variation of research topic trends and terminological shifts produced in the area in specic periods of time. Antecedents in the integration of text analysis and visualization tools to study corpora of scientic articles include the Action Science Explorer (ASE) [8] , which provides a series of visual tools to explore citation networks and contexts in addition to generate automatic citations-based multi-document summaries of a selected set of papers.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The availability of tools for deep analysis of scientic texts, together with exible visualization and exploration interfaces, plays a major role in allowing the eective exploitation of knowledge contained in collections of scientic texts. Access to recent and past scientic discoveries, methods, and techniques is essential for scientic inquiry activities which include, among others: (i) nding open or solved problems, (ii) understanding research elds' dynamics or evolution, (iii) discovering experts in specic scientic areas, or (iv) understanding the advantages and limitations of current solutions. This paper presented a suite of scientic text analysis tools able to enrich research papers with metadata, semantics, and rhetorical information. The collective analysis of collections of research papers crawled from open-access respositories is provided through a newly developed interface which supports novel faceted-search functionalities to understand research collaboration and topic-evolution. All the tools are being made accessible through a software library for the benet of the scientic community. We are currently focused on the intrinsic evaluation of various aspects of our mining tool including the comparison of our PDF extractor to state-of-the-art tools.
Due to time limitation it was not possible to conduct a user validation and evaluation of the developed tools-in particular, the search and visualization platform-which is planned as future work. The extension of some of our components-such as the rhetorical 36 http://clair.eecs.umich.edu/aan/ 37 http://aclasb.dfki.de/ classier-to Spanish, improvement of author information extraction by relying on lexicons and external resources, and providing functionalities for citation-based summarization taking advantage of citation networks are also foreseen as follow-up paths to the work presented in this paper, as well as an analysis of the scalability of the system when dealing with larger collections.
